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Wood and tools. They bring to mind the cabinetmaker’s factory, boat builder’s jigs, the residential construction site, concrete forms and the amateur’s workshop. Each is at the end of conception, where already set ideas become reality. Mostly what is made are the ideas of others -- the hand holding the tool is not that of the designer. The history of design would appear to force such a separation between design and its realization. Modern artifacts are complex and demand specialized knowledge and machines for their production. It is easy, or at least expedient, for designers to leave tools and materials to others. Sadly, the common view of designers being ungrounded in practical reality may be simple historical necessity.

This book is a bridge. Its contributors, designers all, show how new tools can span the historical gap between thought and hand, between idea and materiality. Contemporary computer-aided design systems and digital fabrication machines allow us to bend the process of design in on itself, to connect its start and finish. Both computation and physical machines are tools for working the substance of design. Computational tools enliven the sketch. Once modeled inside a computer, a sketch becomes plastic. We develop, refine and adapt it to context. We create alternative sketches in the hundreds. Digital fabrication makes these sketches physical, as models, prototypes and built form. The loop closes as we use the physical sketch to inform the world.
of ideas. And the world of ideas changes as we learn the consequences of our design choices.

The contributors to this book are explorers in this new world in which design and craft intertwine. But why wood? In contemporary design it is but one of a myriad of material choices. The answer lies in the material itself. Wood is easy to work and form; it is accessible to many. It affords possibility. Joining, laminating, carving, bending, cutting and finishing become sources of design ideas. Wood is also 'difficult'; its grain can vary unpredictably. Its differential strength and shrinkage with and across the grain, its limits of folding and bending, and the peculiarities of the joint each pose creative challenges for design. Lastly wood can be beautiful. It rewards inspiration, thought and effort.

Wood, though it is the focus here, remains a placeholder. Each material poses its own questions to computer-aided design and digital fabrication. Contemporary practice worldwide is engaging these questions using all materials and across design domains. But action is inevitably localized. We build for specific sites, actual clients and with local expertise. Through their focus on the new tools for design, the old material of wood and their particular design situations, the designers behind these articles are our guides into new possibilities.
The new banking centre of the Niagara Credit Union at Virgil stands on a site that acts as the gateway to the old town of Niagara-on-the-Lake, Ontario, while fronting a new suburban development. A key requirement of the project was to conserve the historic character of the area and enhance the fragile balance of surrounding agricultural lands, all while accommodating the town’s wish for new development and strong commerce. The architects were invited to consider practical questions about authenticity and substance—or how could enduring, rooted qualities be achieved using lightweight commercial construction?

The project team pursued hybrid qualities. Key design strategies used a minimum of material while offering an experience of depth. A lightweight structural system employing a hovering basketwork canopy of interlinking laminated and stranded-timber members was developed for the public spaces. These elements link arms to form a lightweight structural meshwork supporting the main roof and extending outward to the exterior. Tall, branching timber columns support this structure. A massive column type was conceived using exposed glue-laminated young-growth softwood lumber grouped in offset cruciform bundles. Repeating arrays of these columns framed the main hall and stood as a series of open groves around the exterior. The columns frame the heart of the building—a light-filled great hall. A front veranda populated by fields of exterior columns running along outdoor walkways give shade and create a streetscape that encourages interaction with the public.

Reinforcing this skeleton, thin skins of ledge rock and limestone were manipulated in order to present a topography of elongated, folded planes. These surfaces extend the thickness of enclosing walls.

The massive ceiling of the central hall is composed of clusters of thin vertical vanes of stained spruce, creating a darkened lining whose depth plays...
against the sun-filled space within. The meshwork created by the linked upper branches of the column system in the main hall, together with slatted shades supported by the outer veranda structures, make a filter that modulates direct light. The structure employs engineered wood trusses for framing the main plenum integrated with light steel bracing and framed decking for outlying spaces.

The interior acts as a convivial town square lined by a variety of services and amenities. Reinforcing personal relationships with members of the Credit Union, the offices of personal financial advisors, commercial officers and banking assistants all look directly into the space. On the second level, glass-fronted spaces for professional offices overlook the hall.

The new building stands close to Virgil’s major street edge, reinforcing pedestrian footpaths. Timber veranda-shelters provide a nearly continuous perimeter to the facility supporting exterior parking, drive-in banking and service-entry circulation. This site design invites future developments in the town to join in a close-knit main street approach, restoring a lively community of shop fronts that used to the sidewalk. Parking is integrated in a tartan-grid of planted areas lying behind the main street edge. The approach contrasts with large highway-scale setbacks that have characterized the recent development along this arterial.

On winter evenings, warm light comes from within and makes the building an inviting beacon.

Figure 1
Ground Floor Plan + context with RCP of Wood Canopy, Niagara Credit Union

Figure 2
Construction phase; glue-laminated columns framing into roof structure

Figure 3
Detail, installation of columns
Figure 4
Concept rendering of isolated structure: glue-laminated columns and ceiling treatment consisting of thin vertical vanes of stained spruce.

Figure 5
Detail view; final installation of columns and integration into ceiling treatment.

Figure 6
Niagara Credit Union, front elevation.

Figure 7
Exterior view, entrance canopy.

Figure 8
Great hall with framed view of landscape beyond.
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